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Abstract� For periodic integrands with unit period in each variable� certain error
bounds for lattice rules are conveniently characterised by the �gure of merit �� which
was originally introduced in the context of number theoretic rules� The problem of
�nding good rules of orderN �that is� having N distinct nodes� then becomes that of
�nding rules with large values of �� This paper presents e�cient search methods for
the discovery of rank � rules� and of maximal rank rules of high order� which possess

good �gures of merit�

�� Introduction

Lattice rules are quasi�Monte Carlo multidimensional quadrature rules de�ned
on the unit hypercube 	
� ��s� These rules have been extensively studied in recent
years� and the reader is referred to 	�� and 	�� for the basic de�nitions and results�
This paper presents methods for �nding rank � lattice rules and �s copies of rank �
rules �which terms we de�ne later in this section� that are optimal� in a particular
sense�

It is known 	�� that an s�dimensional lattice rule QL can be expressed in the
form of a non�repetitive sum�
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where m � s� the vectors g�� � � � �gm are �xed integral vectors called generators
of the rule� N �

Qm
i�� ni is its order � and ni�� j ni for i � �� � � � �m � �� with

nm � �� The number m is called the rank of the rule and n�� � � � � nm� �� � � � � ��
with s � m units� are its invariants� The braces in ����� indicate that addition
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is modulo Zs which� in the case that f is ��periodic in each variable� is clearly
equivalent to using the usual addition operation in Rs� A rank � rule is simple if
it has a generator with one component that has value �� The integration lattice
L of the rule ����� is the set of linear combinations with integer coe�cients of
fg��n�� � � � �gm�nm� e�� � � � � esg� where e�� � � � � es are the standard Cartesian basis
vectors in Rs� Di�erent choices of generators may yield di�erent integration lattices
and quadrature rules� Where necessary we shall denote by L�g��n�� � � � �gm�nm�
the integration lattice with generators g��n�� � � � �gm�nm�

Informally� two lattice rules are geometrically equivalent if the quadrature points
of one can be transformed into those of the other by a symmetry of the cube� More
formally� we may give an operational de�nition of the notion as follows�

De�nition ���� Let N � �� Two s�dimensional integration lattices L� and L� are
geometrically equivalent if and only if L� is the image of L� under a �nite sequence
of operations on Rs of the form�

S� � Ui�x� � Uix� where Ui is the identity matrix with the ith diagonal element
replaced by ��� or

S� � Vij�x� � Pijx� where Pij is a permutation matrix which interchanges ele�
ments i and j of x on premultiplication�

The lattice rulesQL�
andQL�

are geometrically equivalent� denoted by QL�

g
� QL�

�
if and only if L� and L� are geometrically equivalent�

Geometric equivalence of rules has been investigated in previous works �	�
�
	��� 	���� In 	�
 and 	�� it was noted that� for a given set of lattice rules�
geometric equivalence is an equivalence relation� We shall refer to the corresponding
equivalence classes as geometry classes�

The quality of a lattice rule� in particular� its suitability for use with periodic
integrands having unit period in each variable� is often assessed by the values of

��L� � minfr�h� � h � L� � f�gg

and

P� �
X

h�L��f�g

�

r�h��
�

where L� � fh � Zs � �x � L�x � h � Zg is the dual of the integration lattice L
and r�h� �

Qs
i��maxf�� jhijg for h � Zs� The series for P� converges for � � ��

The most commonly used values of � are even positive integers� for which a closed
form expression for P� is available �see for example 	���� Geometrically equivalent
rules have equal values of � and of P��

There have been a number of previous papers concerned with searches in dimen�
sions exceeding � for lattice rules that perform well with respect to � and P�� Some
early numerical results were reported in 	��� with later results in 	�� 	�� 	�� 	��
being concerned with searches over sets of rank � simple rules only� Later results
reported in 	�� 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	�� are from searches over other classes of rules�

In all of these searches� the rules being sought are speci�ed by generator sets�
either of the integration lattice or of its dual� However� di�erent generator sets
may generate the same rule� or a geometrically equivalent rule� If the number of
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such unnecessary investigations can be reduced� the e�ciency of the search proce�
dure may be enhanced� The results in 	��� 	�� describe strategies for the unique
speci�cation of certain lattice rules�

For searches which use � as the �gure of merit it is also worth noting that the
calculation of ��L� for a given lattice L is relatively time�consuming� Consequently
the e�ciency of the search procedure may be enhanced by eliminating from consid�
eration� prior to the calculation of ��L�� any rule QL such that it is known a priori
that there exists a rule QL� of lower order satisfying ��L� � ��L��� or of equal order
satisfying ��L� � ��L��� since in these cases QL� is superior to QL with respect to ��

De�nition ���� We shall say that an s�dimensional lattice rule QL of order N is
best� with respect to a set S of lattice rules if� when QL� � S�

��� if order�QL� � � N � then ��L�� � ��L�� and
��� if order�QL� � � N � then ��L�� � ��L��

Most computer searches with respect to � use a variety of strategies to eliminate
inferior rules prior to the calculation of �� as well as to reduce redundancy in
the search due to the inclusion of generator sets corresponding to the same� or
geometrically equivalent� rules� In this regard the work of Maissoneuve 	�� appears
to be fundamental� with both 	� and 	� following the previous author�s general
approach� These papers are concerned exclusively with �nding rank � simple rules
which are best� with respect to the set of rank � simple rules in three� four and �ve
dimensions� Lyness and S�revik 	��� 	�� have incorporated some of the methods
used by these authors in the �rank � simple� phase of searches for rules which
are best� with respect to the sets of all three�dimensional lattice rules and all four�
dimensional lattice rules� respectively� The same authors� in 	��� develop techniques
for �nding good� although not necessarily best�� rules of higher order by scaling
rules of low order along some axes and copying the scaled rules along these axes�
More recently Disney 	� has applied techniques similar to those of earlier authors
in searches in dimensions three to ten for rules which are best� with respect to the
set of �s copies of rank � simple rules�

De�nition ���� The ns copy Q�n� of a quadrature rule Q is the rule obtained by
subdividing the closed unit cube 	
� �s into ns cubes each of side n��� and applying
a properly scaled version of the rule Q to each smaller cube�

It is clear �for example� see 	��� that� without loss of generality� we may restrict
complete searches of rank � rules to considering only rules having an ordered genera�
tor � which term we de�ne in x�� Similar restrictions may be applied when searching
�s copies of rank � rules� In dimension three the tables of 	�� and 	� extend to
rules of order N not exceeding �
��� In dimension four the tables of 	�� and 	�
extend to N � ����� In dimension �ve the latter authors reach N � ���� Lyness
and S�revik� treating all lattice rules and not only rank � rules� reach N � ���� in
dimension three 	�� and N � ��� in dimension four 	��� Disney 	� incorporated
the techniques developed in earlier searches into searches for �s copies of rank �
simple rules� producing some very good rules of orders ranging from approximately
�




 in dimension three to approximately �




 in dimension ten� In this paper
we investigate the extension of these techniques to the case of non�simple rank �
rules and their �s copies�
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In x� we identify a rank � search set� that is� a set of generators of rank � rules�
including non�simple rules� to be considered which contains at least one represen�
tative from each geometry class� The set to be identi�ed is chosen to enhance the
e�ciency of the search procedure� In x� we extend the elimination strategy of 	��
to dimensions exceeding four and to the case of non�simple rules� and in x� to �s

copies of rank � rules� Numerical results are presented in xx����

Note� In parts of this paper we make use of the elementary theory of linear Dio�
phantine equations� A useful summary of the results we require is available in 	�
�

�� Theoretical considerations for a full rank � search

Following 	�� we may begin the determination of a search set by restricting
gi� for i � f�� � � � � sg� to the set f�� � � � �N��g since it is clear that every rank �
rule of order N has a generator g�N with elements in this set� or is geometrically
equivalent to a rule which has such a generator� If there is an i such that gi � �
then the rule is simple� If for some i we have gcd�gi�N� � � then there exist integers
c�� c� such that c�gi � c�N � �� that is� c�gi � � �mod N�� and the rule is again
simple since c�g�N �mod Zs� also generates QL and has � as its i�th component�
Conversely� if gcd�gi�N� � � for every i � f�� � � � � sg then there are no integers i�
c�� c� such that c�gi � c�N � �� and the rule is not simple� Finally we note that
every simple rule is geometrically equivalent to a simple rule having a generator
g�N such that g� � �� Thus the case of simple rules may be covered by considering
generators with g� � �� For such generators it is again clear that we may restrict
gi� for i � f�� � � � � sg� to the set f�� � � � �N��g�

De�nition ���� Let N be a positive integer� We shall say that a set GI�N� of
integers is exhaustive if and only if each rank � rule of orderN either has a generator
g�N such that g� � GI�N�� or is geometrically equivalent to such a rule� We shall
say that an exhaustive set is minimal if there exists no exhaustive set with fewer
elements�

We observe that� for N � �� the set

����� GI�N� � f�g � fm � 
 � m � N��� gcd�m�N� � �g

is exhaustive� However it is not� in general� minimal� For example� it is an immedi�
ate corollary of Theorem ��� below that� for N a prime power� the set GI�N� � f�g
is exhaustive and minimal� To identify a minimal exhaustive set for arbitrary N
we generalise the notion of �simple� rules� For a given rank � rule QL� the smallest
positive integer component of any quadrature point must be a divisor of the order
N � Clearly� the least such value must occur in a generator�for simple rules this
value is �� and more generally we shall call this value the simplicity of the rule�

De�nition ���� Let N � � and let g�N generate the s�dimensional rule QL of
order N � where gi 	� 
 for i � �� � � � � s� De�ne the simplicity of g with respect to N
and the simplicity of QL� denoted respectively by simp�g�N� and simp�QL�� by

simp�QL� � simp�g�N� � minfgcd�gi�N� � i � �� � � � � sg�
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It is shown in 	�
� x��� that simp�QL� is well�de�ned� that is� it is independent
of the choice of generator for a given rule� The values assumed by simp�QL�� where
QL ranges over the set of s�dimensional rank � rules of orderN � are positive divisors
of N � These values will be called the simplicity residues of N �

De�nition ���� Let N � �� A point g � Zs is said to be ordered with respect to
N if g�N generates an s�dimensional rank � rule and

� � simp�g�N� � gcd�g��N� � g� � g� � � � � � gs � N���

A rule QL�g�N� of order N is said to be ordered if it has a generator g�N such that
g is ordered with respect to N �

De�nition ���� De�ne a partial order relation on a set of s�dimensional ordered
generators in which two vectors g��N� and g��N�� where gi � �gi��� � � � � gi�s�� are
comparable if and only if N� � N� � N � say� For comparable vectors we shall say
that g��N precedes g��N � or is a precedent of g��N �denoted by g��N 
 g��N��
if there is a j � f�� � � � � sg such that g��i � g��i for � � i � j and g��j � g��j� We
shall say that g�N is primary in its geometry class if it has no precedents amongst
the generators of rules in the geometry class of QL�g�N��

In 	�
� x��� it was shown that every rank � rule is geometrically equivalent to
an ordered rule with the same simplicity� From this it follows immediately that�
for N � �� the simplicity residues of N form an exhaustive set� The next result
identi�es a minimal exhaustive set� The proof is straightforward and the interested
reader is referred to 	�
� We note that it may also be shown 	�
� Theorem ������
that we may further modify the procedure by restricting the other components of
g to be multiples of the proper divisors of N which are greater than or equal to g��

Theorem ��	 	�
� Theorem ������� Let N � � and let k be the number of positive
proper divisors of N � De�ne

�����
GI�N� � fmi � � � i � k � mi j N � mi�� � mi � 
 �

� �m � mi such that �m j N and gcd�mi� �m� � ��g�

that is� the ordered set of positive divisors of N such that� for each element of the set�
there exists a larger divisor of N to which the element is relatively prime� Then
GI�N� is a minimal exhaustive set and is precisely the set of simplicity residues
of N �

Example� For N � �� � ���� the divisors are �� �� �� �� �� ��� �� and the
simplicity residues are �� �� �� �� For the ���point ��dimensional rule QL�g�N� with
g � ��
� ��� ��� we have gcd��
� ��� � �� gcd���� ��� � �� gcd���� ��� � �� and
so simp�QL� � �� In fact� �
 � � � � �mod ��� and so QL is also generated by
���g���� where ��� denotes the multiplicative inverse of � modulo ��� that is� ���
In particular� we have ��g � ��� �� ��� �mod ���� which is ordered with respect to
�� and primary in its geometry class�
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�� Preliminary eliminations in a full search of rank � rules

In her searches over rules of increasing order N � �� �� � � � for those which are
best� with respect to the set of rank � simple rules in dimensions three and four�
Maisonneuve 	�� developed a technique for eliminating from the search� prior to
the calculation of their � values� large numbers of rules which could be predicted
to have values of � less than the highest value found up to that point in the search�
Such rules clearly cannot be best� and� since the calculation of � is computationally
intensive� this strategy signi�cantly enhanced the e�ciency of the search procedure�
Lyness and S�revik 	�� have used this technique in their algorithm for determining
rules that are best� with respect to the set of all rules in a given dimension�

This strategy can be extended in a straightforward way to searches over rank �
rules of all simplicities in dimensions s  �� For N � �� �� � � � � and given �� �
��L�g��N ��� achieved for some N � � N � increment �� and eliminate g such that
��L�g�N�� � ���

The elimination strategy we shall use consists of� for each value of g� and for
k � �� � � � � s� successively identifying �k � ���tuples of the form �gi� � � � � � gik� such
that a vector g containing such a sub�tuple must satisfy ��L�g�N�� � ��� Such
sub�tuples we shall refer to as �bad� for the given values of N and ��� Clearly any
tuple �gi� � � � � � gik � which contains a bad sub�tuple is itself bad� since if

g�h� � gi�hi� � � � � � gik��
hik��

� �N and r�h�� hi�� � � � � hik��
� � ��

then

g�h� � gi�hi� � � � �� gik��
hik��

� gik
 � �N and r�h�� hi� � � � � � hik��
� 
� � ���

It follows that a good tuple can contain no bad sub�tuples� In the remainder of this
section we describe a procedure for constructing sets GT �N� ��� k� of good tuples�

Theorem ���� Let N � s be integers greater than � and let �� be a positive integer�
Then a set GT �N� ��� s� can be explicitly constructed such that� �a� ��L�g�N��  ��
for all g � GT �N� ��� s�	 and �b� for every s�dimensional rank � lattice rule QL�

of order N such that ��L��  ��� there exists a g � GT �N� ��� s� such that QL� is
geometrically equivalent to the rule generated by g�N �

Proof� The proof is given in three parts�

�i� Overall strategy� GivenN � by Theorem ��� we need consider only those g with
values of g� contained in the set GI�N� of simplicity residues de�ned in ������ By
De�nition ��� and 	�
� Theorem ������� for each value of g� we need consider only
vectors g whose remaining components gi are drawn from the set GI�N� g�� � fkm �
m j N� g� � m�km � N��g� To construct GT �N� ��� s� we begin by constructing� for
each g�� a set of candidate pairs GI�N� ��� g�� � fg�g�GI�N� g�� and� by elimination
from this set� a set GT �N� ��� g�� �� � GI�N� ��� g�� of good pairs �g�� gi��� that is�
pairs with values of gi� such that ��L��g�� gi���N��  ��� As we have noted� pairs
with values of gi� such that ��L��g�� gi���N�� � �� are undesirable since if g contains
such a pair then there is a non�zero h � �h�� 
� � � � � 
� hi� � 
� � � � � 
� � L��g�N�
such that r�h� � ��� and thus ��L�g�N�� � ��� For similar reasons� a good point






g may contain no bad k�tuples for k � �� � � � � s� An elimination strategy for the
construction of GT �N� ��� g�� �� is described in detail in �ii� below�

More generally� for k � �� � � � � s� we construct by elimination successive sets
GT �N� ��� g�� k� of good ordered k�tuples� that is� tuples �g�� gi� � � � � � gik � such that
��L��g�� gi� � � � � � gik��N��  ��� The construction proceeds as follows� since no
good tuple may contain a bad sub�tuple we must have �g�� gi�� � � � � gik��

� a good
�k� ���tuple� Thus we may form� for each good �k� ���tuple �g�� gi� � � � � � gik��

�� a
set

�����
GI�N���� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��

�

�
�
�g�� gi� � � � � � gik��

� gik� � gik � GI�N� g��� gik  gik��

�
of candidate k�tuples� From this set we eliminate any elements which have a bad

�k � ���tuple� yielding a reduced set bGI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
� of candidate k�

tuples having no bad sub�tuples� This step requires the storage of all good �or
alternatively� all bad� �k � ���tuples� that is� the set GT �N� ��� g�� k � ��� Then we

eliminate from the set bGI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
� all bad k�tuples� yielding a setbGT �N� ��� g�� gi�� � � � � gik��

� of good k�tuples derived from �g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
�� The

elimination scheme itself is described in �iii� below� The set

GT �N� ��� g�� k� �
�

�g��gi� ���� �gik��
��GT �N��o�g��k���

bGT �N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
�

is then the set of good k�tuples� By induction it follows that GT �N� ��� g�� s� is
precisely the set of points g� with �rst component g�� that are ordered with respect
to N and satisfy ��L�g�N��  ��� The required set is then given by

GT �N� ��� s� �
�

g��GI�N�

GT �N� ��� g�� s��

�ii� Construction of GT �N� ��� g�� ��� From the set

����� GI�N� ��� g�� � fg�g � GI�N� g��

we wish to eliminate ��tuples �g�� gi�� with values of gi� such that ��L�g�N�� � ���
in particular� values for which there exist integers h�� hi� � not both zero� and �
satisfying both

����� g�h� � gi�hi� � �N

and

����� r�h�� hi�� � �h��hi� � ���

where �hi � max��� jhij��
Since h � L� if and only if �h � L� and r�h� � r��h�� it follows that we may

arbitrarily �x the sign of one component of h� We shall require hi�  
� In this
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case it is clear that if the relations ����� and ����� are satis�ed for a particular gi��
then 
 � �hi� � �� and hence

����� 
 � jh�j �
��
�hi�

�

Combining ����� and ����� yields

����� jg�h�j � j�N � gi�hi� j �
g���
�hi�

�

The values of gi� which satisfy both this bound and equation ����� for suitable �
and hi� are bad for the given g� and may be found by enumeration over hi� and ��
However� bounds on � that are independent of gi� are required for the enumeration�
Solving the inequality in ����� for � we obtain

�

N

	
gi�hi� �

g���
�hi�



� � �

�

N

	
gi�hi� �

g���
�hi�



�

Together with the observation that gi� � GI�N� g��� this yields

�����

�

N

�
hi� min�GI�N� g��� �

g���
�hi�

�

� � �
�

N

�
hi� max�GI�N� g��� �

g���
�hi�

�
�

If the set GI�N� g�� is held in storage then the minimum and maximum values
which appear in this relation are easily determined and ����� gives the bounds on
� required for the enumeration� For each value of hi� and �� then� the values of
gi� to be eliminated are those for which there exists an h� � Z satisfying ������
Now� if hi� � 
 then ����� reduces to g�h� � �N � yielding no information about
gi� and hence no eliminations from GI�N� ��� g��� If on the other hand hi� 	� 
� let
d � gcd�g�� hi��� Then there exists a value of h� which satis�es ����� if and only if
d j �N � In this case we observe from ����� that we can �nd x� � f
� � � � � hi� � �g
such that g�x� � �N �mod hi��� Let y� � ��N � g�x���hi� � then values of h� and
gi� which satisfy ����� are of the forms

h� � x� �
hi�
d
t� gi� � y� �

g�
d
t�

for t �Z� Enumerating over those values of t such that jh�j � ����hi�� that is� since
hi� � 
�

�
d

hi�

	
x� �

��
hi�



� t �

d

hi�

	
�x� �

��
hi�



�

now yields precisely the pairs �g�� gi�� to be eliminated from GI�N� ��� g�� in order
to obtain GT �N� ��� g�� ���
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�iii� The general case� construction of bGT �N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
�� for k  ��

Given GI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
� as de�ned in ������ with g�� gi� � � � � � gik��

known�
we �rst eliminate k�tuples containing known bad �k � ���tuples to obtain the setbGI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��

�� We then seek to eliminate k�tuples �g�� gi� � � � � � gik�
such that there exist integers �� h�� hi� � � � � � hik � all non�zero except possibly for �
and h�� satisfying both

����� g�h� � gi�hi� � � � �� gikhik � �N

and

����� �h��hi� � � � �hik � ���

The assumption that hij is non�zero� for j � f�� � � � � kg� is justi�ed by the obser�
vation that tuples which would be eliminated were this not the case would already
have been eliminated during an iteration with a smaller value of k �in the case that
this value is �� by using the procedure described in �ii� above�� The value of h�
may� however� be zero� Again we may arbitrarily �x the sign of one component of
h� and in particular we shall require that hik � 
� From ����� we have

����
� jg�h�j � j�N � �gi�hi� � � � �� gikhik�j

and from ����� it follows that we may require

������


 � hik � ��

 �

��hik��

�� � ��
hik

���

 � jhi� j � ��

jhi� ���hik j
jh�j � ��

jhi� ���hik j

Combining ����
� and the �nal inequality of ������ yields

������ jg�h�j � j�N � �gi�hi� � � � � � gikhik �j �
g���

jhi� � � �hik j
�

In a similar fashion to the derivation of ����� we then obtain the following bounds
on ��

������

�

N

�
gi�hi� � � � �� gminkhik �

g���
jhi� � � �hik j

�

� � �
�

N

�
gi�hi� � � � �� gmaxkhik �

g���
jhi� � � �hik j

�
�

where gmink and gmaxk are respectively the minimum and maximum of the set�
gik � �g�� gi� � � � � � gik� � GI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��

�
�
�

	



Enumeration over values of hi�� � � � � hik and � satisfying ������ and ������ re�

spectively now yields the tuples to be eliminated from bGI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
��

These are the tuples for which� for given hi�� � � � � hik and �� there exists h� � Z
satisfying ������ Let

������ g�h� � gikhik � �N � gi�hi� � � � � � gik��
hik��

� M�

say� and let d � gcd�g�� hik�� Then d � 
 and as in �ii� above� provided that
d jM � we may �nd x� � f
� � � � � hik � �g such that g�x� �M �mod hik �� Let y� �
�M �g�x���hik � The solutions h� and gik to ������ yield the tuples �g�� gi� � � � � � gik�

to be eliminated from bGI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
�� These solutions are of the forms

h� � x� �
hik
d
t� gik � y� �

g�
d
t�

where t � Z� Enumeration over those values of t such that jh�j � ��� jhi� � � � hik j�
that is� since d� hik � 
�

�
d

hik

	
x� �

��
jhi� � � � hik j



� t �

d

hik

	
�x� �

��
jhi� � � � hik j



�

now gives precisely the tuples to be eliminated from bGI�N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
� to

yield bGT �N� ��� g�� gi� � � � � � gik��
��

As a �nal remark on the elimination scheme we note that� at the conclusion of the
preliminary eliminations� any vector g such that gcd�g�� � � � � gs�N� � � should be
eliminated since the corresponding rules are clearly of order N�gcd�g�� � � � � gs�N�
� N� �

In practice� during a search �� usually exceeds by � the highest value of � achieved
for a lower value of N � If� for a given N � the set GT �N� ��� s� is empty then we may
immediately increment N and repeat the search procedure with the current value
of ��� Otherwise� the set contains at least one vector which is best� with respect
to the search set� In practice� the set is usually empty� or contains only a small
number of elements� in which case the best� elements may be identi�ed by direct
evaluation of � as described� for example� in 	��� The values of N and �� are then
updated and the search procedure repeated with the new value of ���

�� Searches for �s copies of rank � rules

In a number of previous searches the class of rules to be considered has been
restricted in various ways� thereby allowing higher orders of rules to be reached
in the search� These searches include those of Korobov�type rank � rules reported
by Maisonneuve 	��� the sample rank � and rank � searches of Sloan and Walsh
	��� the sample searches of �s copies of rank � simple rules reported by Disney and
Sloan 	�� and of intermediate rank rules reported by Joe and Disney 	�� and the
searches of rules formed by component scaling reported by Lyness and S�revik 	���
A comparison of the numerical results obtained in these searches suggests that
certain sets of higher rank rules contain rules which are at least competitive with

�



the best known rank � rules of similar orders �see� for example� the tables of best�
rules in 	��� 	�� and the comparison of the results of Sloan and Walsh 	�� with
those of Disney and Sloan presented in 	��� This suggestion is in fact due to Disney
and Sloan 	�� and is in accord with the theoretical results concerning copy rules and
intermediate rank rules presented in 	� and 	�� These authors point out that� in
practice� information about certain higher rank rules of relatively large orders can
be ascertained more e�ciently by examining related rank � rules of smaller orders�
and in particular that searches of sets of these higher rank rules can be carried out
by searching for rank � rules of relatively low order that perform well with respect
to slightly modi�ed �gures of merit� Disney and Sloan 	� note that if a rule Q
has lattice L then Q�n��that is� the ns copy of Q�has lattice �

n
L and dual lattice

nL�� Hence they show that

P��Q
�n�� � P��n�Q� � Q�f��n� � ��

where

f��n�x� �
X
h�Zs

�

r�nh��
ei��h�x�

They point out that� for � an even positive integer� an explicit expression can be
obtained for the function f��n in terms of the Bernoulli polynomials� In fact� these
expressions are given by Joe and Sloan 	�� equations ������� and the recurrence
relation for the Bernoulli polynomials Bn�x�� n � �� �� � � � � is given in 	��� p� �
 and
	�� Lemma ���� Maisonneuve 	��� p� ��� gives explicit expressions for B� and B	�

In later work Disney 	� has extended the work of 	�� and 	�� to produce an
e�cient search algorithm for rules that are best� with respect to the set of �s copies
of rank � simple rules� The �s copy Q��� of a rank � rule with generator g�  N has

N � �s  N points and is given by

�

�s  N

�X
j���

� � �

�X
js��


N��X
i��

f

	�
i

�  N
g�

�j�� � � � � js�

�



�

The search procedure in 	� also relies on the preliminary elimination� from a set

of candidate generators g�  N of rank � rules� of those generators for which there

exists an h � L��g�  N� and an integer � such that� for some k � s�

�i� hi� � � � � � hik are non�zero�

�ii� �h� � gi��hi� � � � �� gik�hik � ��s  N � and
�iii� ��h� � � � ��hik � ��� where �� is the current target value for ��

Clearly� the method of preliminary eliminations for exhaustive rank � searches
described in x�� which is based directly on the method of 	��� may be similarly
extended to searches for best� �s copies of rank � rules of all simplicities�

Theorem ���� Let n � � and Q
�n�
L�

and Q
�n�
L�

be the ns copies of QL�
and QL�

�

respectively� Then QL�
is geometrically equivalent to QL�

if and only if Q
�n�
L�

is

geometrically equivalent to Q
�n�
L�

�

Proof� Assume that QL�

g
� QL�

� Then clearly these rules are of equal order� say
 N � and there exists a �nite composition T � Tt � � � � � T� of operations� of the

��



forms Ui�Vij described in De�nition ���� such that L� � T �L��� Let L
�n�
� and L

�n�
�

be the integration lattices corresponding to Q
�n�
L�

and Q
�n�
L�

respectively� Clearly� if
L� � Ui�L�� then

L
�n�
� � n��L� � n��Ui�L�� � Ui�n

��L�� � Ui�L
�n�
� ��

Similarly� if L� � Vij�L�� then L
�n�
� � Vij�L

�n�
� � and it follows that L

�n�
� is geomet�

rically equivalent to L
�n�
� � The converse is established by a similar argument� �

Together with 	�
� Theorem ������ and the observation that every geometry class

of rank � rules of order  N � � has a unique primary ordered rule� Theorem ���
yields the following corollaries�

Corollary ���� The ns copy of a rank 
 rule of order  N � � is geometrically
equivalent to the ns copy of a unique primary ordered rank 
 rule�

Corollary ���� The ns copy of a rank 
 rule of order  N � � is geometrically
equivalent to the ns copy of a rank 
 ordered rule with generator g�  N such that g is

ordered with respect to  N � and the components of g are multiples of proper divisors
of  N and satisfy simp�g�  N� � gj �  N���

The next result now justi�es the adaptation of the construction of Theorem ���
to searches over ns�copies of rank � rules�

Theorem ���� Let  N � n� s be integers greater than 
 and let �� be a positive
integer� Denote by L�n� the integration lattice corresponding to the ns copy of

the rank 
 lattice rule with integration lattice L� Then a set G
�n�
T �  N� ��� s� can be

explicitly constructed such that� �a� ��L�n��g�  N��  �� for all g � G
�n�
T �  N� ��� s�	

and �b� if Q
�n�
L� is the ns copy of an s�dimensional rank 
 lattice rule QL� of order

 N such that ��L��n��  ��� then there exists a g � G
�n�
T �  N� ��� s� such that Q

�n�
L� is

geometrically equivalent to the ns copy of the rank 
 rule generated by g�  N �

Proof� By Theorem ���� ns copies of rank � rules are geometrically equivalent if
and only if the uncopied rank � rules are geometrically equivalent� Also�

��L�n��g�  N�� � �n�L�g�  N �� � min

���
sY

j��

maxf�� jnhjjg � h � L� � f�g

��� �

and so G
�n�
T �  N� ��� s� can be constructed by the elimination procedure used in the

proof of Theorem ���� with the exception that we use �n as our �gure of merit for
the rank � rules in place of �� and


 � hik � ��
n


 �
��hik��

�� � ��
n�hik

���

 � jhi� j � ��

nk��jhi� ���hik j
jh�j � ��

nkjhi� ���hik j

as the bounds on h�� hi� � � � � � hik during the enumeration� where now �� is the
current target value of �n� �

��



�� Numerical results for rank � rules

Preliminary searches were conducted for rank � simple rules in dimensions �
to � terminating at N � �
��� ���� and �


� respectively� The full results of
these searches are presented in the tables of 	�
� All searches were conducted on
a Silicon Graphics Datastation �D!�� workstation running the Unix System V��
operating system�

Comparing the results with those obtained by previous authors� we note that
the omission reported in 	� of the three�dimensional rule QL����������������� from
Table � of 	�� is not signi�cant� since this rule is geometrically equivalent to
QL������������������� which does appear in the table� In R� we note that there
are two omissions from Table � of 	��in particular� there is a second ordered
rule QL����������	��	����� of order ���� with � value equal to that of the rule re�

ported in 	�� and with better P� and P	 values ����� and ���� � �
��� respec�
tively�� also� the rule QL�

� QL������	��������������� listed in this table is not� in
fact� best�� since ��QL�

� � �
 whereas our search produced a rule of lower order
�N � ��
� and the same � value and with P� � ����� �
�� and P	 � ����� �
���
namely QL��������������������� Our search also produced a best� �ve�dimensional

rule QL���������	�������������� with � � ��� P� � 
��� and P	 � ��
� � �
��� that
has not been previously reported� to the best of our knowledge�

The results of rank � searches including non�simple rules in dimensions �� � and
� are presented in 	�
� Appendix B� These searches were terminated at N � �����
���� and ���� respectively� and the results establish that there are non�simple rank
� rules which are better with respect to � than some of the best� rank � simple
rules listed in 	��� 	�� 	�� Those non�simple rank � rules of order exceeding ����
in R� are in fact better with respect to �� P� and P	 than any previously published
rules of similar orders� although the results of 	� and 	�� suggest that higher rank
rules may exist that have similar orders and better � values� We note� however�
that the computational cost of the search procedure is higher in the full rank � case
than in the case of rank � simple rules�

�� Numerical results for �s copies of rank � rules

Of greater signi�cance is the possibility of conducting e�cient searches for ns

copy rules of high order� based on the elimination strategy suggested in the proofs
of Theorems ��� and ���� The results of searches of this type in dimensions �� �
and � for best� �s copies� with orders up to ��


� of rank � rules are presented in
Tables �������� These searches reach rules of this order at a fraction of the cost of
searches for best� rank � rules of the same order� Tables extending these results to
larger orders and dimensions are available over the Internet in 	���

Comparison of these results with those obtained for rank � rules suggests that the
best copy rules are generally at least comparable with the best rank � rules of similar
orders� and often �but not always� better� at least with respect to the criterion ��
The parameter zs � �N���logN�s�� gives an indication of how �good� a particular
value of � is� relative to the order N of the rule�the higher the value of zs� the
better the rule is with respect to �� One may also compare� for dimensions three
to �ve� the orders and P� values for the best �s copy rules found in Tables � and �
of 	� with the orders and P� values for the rules of nearest order in Tables ��������

��



Table ���� Best� �� copies of rank � rules over all simplicities�
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Table ���� �continued�
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The results of 	� were found by searches over small samples of �s copy rules with
orders in three �windows� �approximately �
�� �
	 and �
� points� for those with
good P� �rather than �� values� Nevertheless the performances of the two groups
of rules are roughly comparable� the P� values of the rules from 	� are lower in
three out of six cases than those from Tables �������� equal �in the �rst two digits�
in one case� and higher in two cases� although their orders are higher in �ve out of

��
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six cases�
Lyness and S�revik �	��� 	��� 	��� report good rules of intermediate rank as well

as of ranks � and s� In dimensions exceeding three� these rules are predominantly
of rank higher than �� It is important to distinguish between the results reported in
	�� and 	�� and those reported in 	��� The former are obtained by searching for
best� rules over the complete population of lattice rules in a given dimension up to
a certain order� in 	�� the search is in dimension three over orders up to ����� and
in 	�� it is in dimension four over orders up to ���� It is clear that better lattice
rules �with respect to �� than those in these papers cannot be found in these sets�
In 	�� the results presented are mostly constructed by the process of component
scaling described in that paper� and are not necessarily optimal with respect to
�� We compare �rstly the rules presented in 	�� and 	�� with those in Tables ���
and ��� that are of the same dimension and of comparable order�

The table in 	�� lists �� rules for �� distinct orders in the range �� � N � �����
of which �� are rank � rules that appear in earlier publications �	���	��� Table ���
lists �� maximal rank rules of �� distinct orders in this range� of which � are
equivalent �in the sense of having the same orders and � values� to rules which
appear in the table of 	��� In dimension four� Table � of 	�� lists �� best� rules
of �� distinct orders in the range �� � N � ���� of which � are rank � rules that
appear in 	��� Table ��� lists � maximal rank rules of distinct orders in this range�
of which � are equivalent to rules which appear in 	���

Best� results over all ranks are not available for orders exceeding ���� in dimen�
sion three� ��� in dimension four and � in dimensions �ve and above� Consequently�
it is possible that searches over restricted classes of rules may give useful results�
In particular� the tables of 	�� �particularly Tables �� � and �� provide many good
rules in these ranges�mostly of rank greater than �� The �rst two of these tables
contain the best rules reported in that paper for dimensions three and four respec�
tively� Table � of 	�� contains the only �ve�dimensional rules reported in that
paper� Rules equivalent to some of those listed in 	�� also appear in Tables ����
���� In dimension three� Table ��� contains � rules in the range ���� � N � ��




�




that are equivalent to rules listed in Tables � and � of 	��� In dimension four�
Table ��� contains � rules in the range ��� � N � ��


� that are equivalent to
rules appearing in Tables �� � and � of 	��� In dimension �ve� Table � of 	�� lists
�� rules of �� distinct orders� of which � are rank � rules that appear also in 	� and
one is of maximal rank and appears also in Table ����

	� Concluding remarks

As an alternative to using searches to discover good rules� there have been a
number of constructions of sequences of rules which are good with respect to some
�gure of merit� typically zs or P� �for example� 	�� 	�� 	���� 	��� 	��� 	��� In high
dimensions these �gures of merit may be preferable to � since lists of best� rules
tend to become increasingly sparse as the dimension increases� The constructions
of particular rules of which the author is aware are mostly of rules of rank � �	��
	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� and ranks �� s� � and s 	��� At least for dimensions exceeding
three� these yield rules that do not appear to be competitive �with respect to P��
with the best higher rank rules discovered by the techniques of 	�� 	� and 	���
Nevertheless� an understanding of the characteristics that are likely to be shared
by good rank � constructions are of interest� and have been applied in 	�� to the
construction of good higher rank rules that appear to be comparable with those in
the latter works�

The results of this paper demonstrate that good �s copies of rank � rules may
be found by adapting search techniques used in the rank � case for s  �� Related
work by Disney 	� considers searches for �s copies of rank � simple rules in the
context of dual lattices� and greatly extends the numerical results presented in this
paper�
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